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ABSTRACT
Photoacoustic tomography (PAT), also referred to optoacoustic tomography, is a hybrid imaging technique that
combines an optical contrast mechanism and ultrasonic detection principles. The laser-induced photoacoustic
signals in PAT are broadband in nature, but only a bandpass approximation of the signal is recorded by use
of a conventional ultrasonic transducers due to its limited bandwidth. To circumvent this, a PAT system
has been developed that records photoacoustic signals by use of multiple ultrasonic transducers that possess
diﬀerent central frequencies. In this work, we investigate a sensor fusion methodology for combining the multiple
measurements to obtain an estimate of the true photoacoustic signal that is superior to that obtainable by use
of any single transducer measurement. From the estimated photoacoustic signals, three-dimensional images of
the optical absorption distribution are reconstructed and are found to possess improved accuracy and statistical
properties as compared to the single transducer case. Preliminary computer-simulation studies are presented to
demonstrate and investigate the proposed method.
Keywords: photoacoustic tomography, sensor fusion
1. INTRODUCTION
Photoacoustic tomography (PAT)1–4 is a rapidly emerging bioimaging method that exploits an electromagnetic
contrast mechanism and ultrasound detection principles. It has demonstrated great promise for important
applications including functional brain imaging of animals5–7 and soft-tissue characterization.8, 9 In PAT, a
short laser pulse is used to irradiate a biological tissue, as depicted in Fig. 1. Under conditions of thermal
conﬁnement,10 the thermoacoustic eﬀect results in the generation of pressure waveﬁelds, i.e., photoacoustic
signals, that can be recorded by ultrasonic transducers whose locations span a measurement aperture. The goal
of PAT is to reconstruct an image depicting of the spatially variant optical absorption distribution in the tissue
from knowledge of the measured photoacoustic signals. Assuming idealized imaging conditions and ultrasonic
transducers that are wide-band and point-like, a variety of reconstruction algorithms11–14 have been developed
in recent years to accomplish this.
The laser-induced photoacoustic signals in PAT are broadband in nature, but only a bandpass approximation
of the signal is recorded by use of a conventional ultrasonic transducers due to its limited temporal frequency
bandwidth. An image reconstructed from such data will be bandpass ﬁltered15, 16 and, in general, can only be
interpreted qualitatively. To circumvent this, a PAT system has been developed17 that records photoacoustic
signals by use of multiple ultrasonic transducers that possess diﬀerent central frequencies. Through experimental
studies, it was demonstrated that the use of higher frequency transducers yielded images with higher spatial
resolution, while the use of lower frequency transducers yielded images possessing higher signal-to-noise ratios
(SNRs). These results suggest that it is highly desirable to reconstruct an image from an appropriate combination
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of all the available transducer measurements, which would yield an image with high spatial resolution and high
SNR.
In this work, we investigate a sensor fusion methodology for combining measurements from multiple trans-
ducers to obtain an estimate of the true photoacoustic signal that is superior to that obtainable by use of any
single transducer measurement. This is accomplished via a Fourier transform-based multi-channel deconvolu-
tion framework employing a statistically motivated combination coeﬃcient. From the estimated photoacoustic
signals, three-dimensional (3D) images of the optical absorption distribution are reconstructed and are found
to possess improved accuracy and statistical properties as compared to the single transducer case. Preliminary
computer-simulation studies are presented to demonstrate and investigate the proposed method.
Figure 1. A schematic of the PAT imaging experiment.
2. PAT IMAGING MODEL
We consider that a laser pulse with Dirac delta time-dependence δ(t) irradiates a tissue sample residing completely
inside a spherical measurement aperture Ω0 of radius R0. The resulting pressure waveﬁeld p(r0, t), representing
the photoacoustic signal, at transducer location r0 ∈ Ω0 is related to the optical absorption distribution A(r) as
pideal(r0, t) = η
∫
V
dr A(r)
d
dt
δ(t− |r0−r|c0 )
4π|r0 − r| , (1)
where c0 is the speed-of-sound in the object and homogeneous background medium, and η is a known constant.
The superscript ‘ideal ’ denotes that the photoacoustic signal has not been degraded by the response of the
transducer.
With consideration of a ﬁnite detector bandwidth, ﬁnite laser pulse duration, and measurement noise, the
measured photoacoustic signals are related to the ideal ones by
pmeas(r0, t) =
[
pideal(r0, t)  h(t)
]
+ n(r0, t), (2)
where h(t) is the impulse response that describes the ﬁnite detector bandwidth and laser pulse duration, n(r0, t)
denotes measurement noise, and  indicates a one-dimensional (1D) convolution. The real-world reconstruction
problem of PAT can be interpreted as two steps. Firstly, an estimate of the ideal photoacoustic data pideal(r0, t)
must be obtained from knowledge of the measured data pmeas(r0, t). This represents a 1D deconvolution problem
that is ill-posed and diﬃcult to solve accurately. To avoid a large noise ampliﬁcation, only a bandpass approxi-
mation of pideal(r0, t) can be reconstructed. Secondly, from knowledge of the estimate of pideal(r0, t), an image
depicting A(r) is obtained by inverting Eqn. (1) by use of a tomographic reconstruction algorithm. As described
in the following section, an appropriate use of measurements from transducers with diﬀerent temporal responses
can mitigate the deconvolution problem and therefore yield improved reconstructed images.
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3. MULTI-BANDWIDTH IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION
Consider the case where at each measurement location r0 the photoacoustic signals are recorded by use of
M ultrasonic transducers having distinct temporal responses. The temporal responses are described by the
impulse response functions hm(t) and the corresponding measurement data are denoted by pm(r0, t), where
m = 1, 2, · · · ,M is the transducer index. The measurement model in Eqn. (2) indicates that
pm(r0, t) =
[
pideal(r0, t)  hm(t)
]
+ n(r0, t), m = 1, 2, · · · ,M. (3)
We seek to obtain an estimate of pideal(r0, t) from knowledge of the M transducer measurements pm(r0, t). This
is a classic multi-channel restoration problem, and we propose to solve it by use of the Fourier-space weighting
method described below.
Let Pm(r0, ω) denote the 1D temporal Fourier transform of the measured signal pm(t):
Pm(r0, ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dt pm(r0, t) exp(−jωt). (4)
Similarly, let P ideal(r0, ω) and Hm(ω) denote the 1D temporal Fourier transforms of pideal(r0, t) and hm(t),
respectively. For each transducer, an estimate of P ideal(r0, ω) can be obtained as
P idealm (r0, ω) ≈
Pm(r0, ω)
Hm(ω)
, (5)
where the subscript ‘m’ has been added to P ideal(r0, ω) to denote that it was estimated from knowledge of
Pm(r0, ω) and Hm(ω). Accordingly, if measurements are available from M transducers, we have M estimates
P idealm (r0, ω) of the true P
ideal(r0, ω). In the presence of data noise, these estimates will generally be distinct.
Of course, some of these estimates will have severely ampliﬁed noise levels for frequencies at which Hm(ω) takes
on small values.
A simple way to mitigate this fact, is to combine the available estimates, in a statistically motivated way, to
form a ﬁnal estimate of P ideal(r0, ω) as
P final(r0, ω) =
M∑
m=1
Wm(ω)P idealm (r0, ω) =
M∑
m=1
Wm(ω)
Pm(r0, ω)
Hm(ω)
, (6)
where Wm(ω) are frequency-dependent combination coeﬃcients that are generally complex-valued. If the second-
order statistical properties of Pm(r0, ω) are known, the combination coeﬃcients Wm(ω) can be designed to
minimize the variance of P final(r0, ω) at all frequencies ω. However, even if such information is not available,
eﬀective choices for Wm(ω) can still be identiﬁed.
According to Eqn. (5), the variance of P idealm (r0, ω) behaves as
Var{P idealm (r0, ω)} ∝
1
|Hm(ω)|2 . (7)
The combination coeﬃcient that weights the m-th estimate should have an ω-dependence that is inversely
proportional to Eqn. (7), to avoid a large noise ampliﬁcation in the ﬁnal estimate. The combination coeﬃcients
should also satisfy
M∑
m=1
Wm(ω) = 1, (8)
to ensure that P final(r0, ω) is an unbiased estimate of P ideal(r0, ω). Based on these requirements, the Wm(ω)
can be chosen as
Wm(ω) =
|Hm(ω)|2∑M
k=1 |Hk(ω)|2
, (9)
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and the estimator in Eqn. (6) takes the explicit form
P final(r0, ω) =
M∑
m=1
Pm(r0, ω)
H∗m(ω)∑M
k=1 |Hk(ω)|2
, (10)
where ∗ denotes complex conjugation. Note that if Hm(ω) = 0 for some frequency ω, the corresponding combi-
nation coeﬃcient Wm(ω) = 0, ensuring that Pm(r0, ω) will not contribute to the ﬁnal estimate at that frequency.
Similarly, if Hm(ω) takes on a relatively small value, the corresponding Wm(ω) will be small. The opposite is
true if Hm(ω) is relatively large. Application of the inverse Fourier transform to P final(r0, ω) yields the ﬁnal
estimate of pressure waveﬁeld from which the optical absorption distribution of the object can be reconstructed.
4. NUMERICAL STUDIES AND RESULTS
Computer-simulation studies were conducted to demonstrate and investigate the proposed multi-bandwidth
image reconstruction method.
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Figure 2. The transducer transfer functions for (a) System A and (b) System B.
4.1. Computer-Simulations
Mathematical phantom and simulation data: A 3D numerical phantom was employed to represent the optical
absorption distribution A(r). The phantom was comprised of 12 spheres possessing diﬀerent optical absorption
values, with the radius of the largest sphere set at 1.0 cm. The measurement aperture corresponded to a sphere
of 5 cm that enclosed the object. Along the vertical direction, 129 uniformly spaced planes that intersected the
scanning aperture were chosen. The intersection of each plane with the aperture deﬁned a circle, over which
360 point-like transducers were assumed to be uniformly distributed. Under the assumption that the object was
acoustically homogeneous, idealized photoacoustic pressure signals were generated at each transducer location
on the measurement sphere.
From knowledge of the ideal measurement data, two multi-bandwidth PAT imaging systems were simulated.
In the ﬁrst system, referred to as ‘System A’, two diﬀerent transducers were assumed to record the photoacoustic
signals at each transducer location. The transfer functions of the transducers are shown in Fig. 2-(a), and
have the forms of truncated Gaussian functions with central frequencies of 3 MHz and 20 MHz. The second
system, referred to as ‘System B’, employed three diﬀerent transducers to record the photoacoustic signals.
The transfer functions were modeled after the experimental measurements and are depicted in Fig. 2-(b). The
central frequencies were 3.5 MHz, 10 MHz and 20 MHz. To produce simulated measurement data for both
systems, the ideal photoacoustic signals were degraded by use of the transducer transfer functions and random
measurement noise was introduced. The measurement noise was sampled from a Gaussian distribution whose
standard deviation σ was approximately 10% of the peak noiseless value.
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Image reconstruction and evaluation: At each transducer location, the temporal Fourier transforms of the avail-
able measurements were computed and combined by use of Eqn. (10) (with M = 2 for System A and M = 3 for
System B) to form a ﬁnal Fourier estimate of the photoacoustic signal. Subsequently, the universal backprojection
algorithm12 was employed to reconstruct an estimate of A(r). In order to investigate the statistical properties
of the reconstructed images, ensembles containing 600 noisy realizations of each transducer measurement were
computed, from which 600 noisy estimates of A(r) were reconstructed as described above. Empirical estimates
of the image variance and SNR were computed.
(a) Aideal (b) A3 (c) A20 (d) Aoptimal
Figure 3. Images of A(r) for System A reconstructed from (a) ideal pressure data, (b) 3 MHz transducer data, (c) 20
MHz transducer data, and (d) the multi-bandwidth reconstruction.
4.2. Numerical results
Reconstructed images for System A are contained in Fig. 3. The reconstructed slice is through the central
(z = 0) plane of the object, and the image reconstructed from the noiseless ideal photoacoustic signals is shown
in Fig. 3-(a). Images reconstructed from the noisy data corresponding to the 3 MHz and 20 MHz transducers
are shown in Fig. 3-(b) and (c). Each of these single-bandwidth images was computed by deconvolving the
measured signal with respect to the corresponding impulse response [see Eqn. (2)], followed by application of
the universal backprojection algorithm. As expected, due to the ill-posed nature of the deconvolution resulting
from the limited transducer bandwidth, both of the single-channel images are highly contaminated by noise. The
multi-bandwidth reconstructed image is shown in Fig. 3-(d), and possess superior spatial resolution and lower
noise levels than either of the single-bandwidth reconstructions.
(a) A3.5 (b) A10 (c) A20 (d) Aoptimal
Figure 4. Images of A(r) for System B reconstructed from (a) 3.5 MHz transducer data, (b) 10 MHz transducer data,
(c) 20 MHz transducer data, and (d) the multi-bandwidth reconstruction.
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Reconstructed images for System B are contained in Fig. 4. Figures 4-(a)-(c) display single-bandwidth
reconstructions corresponding to 3.5 MHz, 10 MHz, and 20 MHz transducers, respectively. The multi-bandwidth
image is displayed in Fig. 4-(d). As expected, the multi-bandwidth reconstruction appears to be the most accurate
and least aﬀected by noise. It should be noted that in our simulation studies, the single bandwidth results are
not as terrible as one might expect. This can be attributed to as least two reasons. Firstly, the noise level is
modest. As the noise level is increased, the advantages of the multi-bandwidth reconstruction will become more
prominent. Secondly, the higher-frequency components of the photoacoustic signal play a more important role
in the reconstruction process than do the lower-frequency ones, and all of the transfer functions ‘capture’ a wide
range of frequency components that are important to accurately describe true photoacoustic signal.
The SNR images, computed from the ensemble of 600 noisy estimates of A(r) are contained in Fig. 5. The
SNR images for the single-channel 3.5 MHz and 20 MHz reconstructions are displayed in Figs. 5-(a) and (b).
Although not shown, the SNR image for the 10 MHz transducer case has values that lie between these two.
The SNR image corresponding to the multi-bandwidth reconstruction is displayed in Fig. 5-(c). As conﬁrmed
by proﬁles through the SNR maps shown in Fig. 6, the SNR of the multi-bandwidth image is higher than the
single-bandwidth reconstructions at almost all spatial positions.
(a) SNR3.5 (b) SNR20 (c) SNRoptimal
Figure 5. Computed SNR maps of images corresponding to (a) 3.5 MHz transducer data, (b) 20 MHz transducer data,
(c) multi-bandwidth image.
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Figure 6. Profiles though the SNR maps shown in Fig. 5. Solid, dashed and dotted curves correspond to the multi-
bandwidth, 3.5 MHz and 20 MHz cases, respectively.
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5. SUMMARY
We have proposed and investigated a sensor fusion method for multi-bandwidth PAT. The method combines
photoacoustic signal measurements from multiple transducers to obtain a signiﬁcantly improved estimate of the
true photoacoustic signal. This was accomplished via a Fourier transform-based multi-channel deconvolution
framework employing a statistically motivated combination coeﬃcient. Computer-simulation studies established
the eﬀectiveness of the method. From the estimated photoacoustic signals, 3D images of the optical absorption
distribution were reconstructed and found to possess improved accuracy and statistical properties as compared
to the single transducer case.
There remain several important topics for future investigations. When acquiring measurements with high-
frequency transducers, the aﬀects of acoustic attenuation may be signiﬁcant, and should be incorporated into
the method.18 Additionally, the model can be generalized to compensate for the eﬀects of anisotropic detection
sensitivity of the transducers. Finally, the method should be systematically evaluated by use of well-calibrated
experimental data and modiﬁed as necessary to ensure robust performance.
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